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ABSTRACT: Details of the mechanism of asymmetric transfer
hydrogenation of ketones catalyzed by two chiral bifunctional
ruthenium complexes, (S)-RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)-
NH2](η

6-benzene) (Ru-1) or (S)-RuH[(R,R)-p-TsNCH(Ph)-
CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-mesitylene) (Ru-2), were studied computa-
tionally by density functional theory, accounting for the
solvation effects by using continuum, discrete, and mixed
continuum/discrete solvation models via “solvated super-
molecules” approach. In contrast to gas phase quantum
chemical calculations, where the reactions were found to
proceed via a concerted three-bond asynchronous process
through a six-membered pericyclic transition state, incorpo-
ration of the implicit and/or explicit solvation into the
calculations suggests that the same reactions proceed via two steps in solution: (i) enantio-determining hydride transfer and
(ii) proton transfer through the contact ion-pair intermediate, stabilized primarily by ionic hydrogen bonding between the cation
and the anion. The calculations suggest that the proton source for neutralizing the chiral RO− anion may be either the amine
group of the cationic Ru complex or, more likely, a protic solvent molecule. In the latter case, the reaction may not necessarily
proceed via the 16e amido complex Ru[(R,R)-XCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH](η6-arene). The origin of enantioselectivity is discussed in
terms of the newly formulated mechanism.

■ INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the conceptually new bifunctional
ruthenium catalysts bearing chiral N-sulfonylated 1,2-diamine
or amino alcohol ligands, RuH[(R,R)-XCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2]-
(η6-arene) (X = NTs,1 O2), for asymmetric transfer hydro-
genation (ATH) of ketones and imines with propan-2-ol or a
formic acid/triethylamine mixture, intensive efforts have been
made to develop new bifunctional molecular catalysts in both
academia and industry.3 As a result, ATH with well-defined
bifunctional catalysts has become one of the most powerful,
practical, and versatile tools to access chiral alcohols and amines
in organic synthesis because of its excellent selectivity,
operationally simplicity, and wide substrate scope.4 On the
basis of mechanistic investigations on the transfer hydro-
genation reaction, it has been proposed that a hydride from the
ruthenium and a proton from the amine of the 18e ruthenium
hydride amine intermediates are delivered to a ketone through
a rate-determining six-membered pericyclic5,6 transition state,7,8

as shown in Scheme 1.3,4,9 For the prochiral ketones, this is the
enantio-determining step (EDS), during which a chiral product
and the 16e amido complex Ru[(R,R)-XCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH]-
(η6-arene) are obtained. The proton and the hydride from
propan-2-ol are then delivered to the ligand and the metal,
respectively, regenerating the hydride and forming acetone. In

the case of (S)-RuH[(R,R)-Tsdpen](η6-p-cymene), where
Tsdpen = p-TsNCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2, both 18e hydride and
corresponding 16e amido complexes were isolated and
characterized by X-ray studies in the solid state.10

The three-bond concerted mechanism via a six-membered
pericyclic transition state was experimentally supported by the
kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) measurements from Noyori and
Ikariya’s10 group and later by Casey’s group,11 who studied
reactions between a 16e amido Ru complex Ru[Tsdpen](η6-p-
cymene) and propan-2-ol, as well as by quantum chemical
calculations from the groups of Noyori,9d,12 Andersson,13 van
Leewen,14 Meijer,15 and Vaćlaviḱ and Kuzma.16

It should be noted, however, that a concerted reaction is
defined as one that takes place in a single kinetic step.6,17 Such
a classification necessarily depends on the characteristic time of
a physical method.18 Thus, a sufficiently fast nonconcerted
reaction that is rapid compared to the applied detection
method may be occasionally taken as concerted.19 The KIE
measurements were performed using NMR spectroscopy as a
detection method, which is one of the slowest physical
methods. Besides, H/D scrambling20 or quantum tunneling
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effects21 could obscure the KIEs. Moreover, all computational
studies published so far were performed in the gas phase and
did not incorporate the effects of the solvent. Andersson et al.
noted13 that the enantioselectivity of these reactions could be
governed by factors not included in the gas phase calculations
and that accounting for the solvent effects is necessary for a
correct description of this process.22 The importance of
solvation effects and entropy for correct interpretation of the
computational data was also highlighted by van Leewen.14

Recently, several somewhat conflicting experimental and
theoretical studies appeared that do not support the three-bond
concerted reaction via a rate-determining six-membered
pericyclic transition state in the catalytic transfer hydrogenation
reactions catalyzed by bifunctional ruthenium complexes. Xiao
and Liu et al. reported a significant acceleration of reaction rates
in the ATH of acetophenone with Ru[Tsdpen](η6-p-cymene)
catalyst in a binary water/cosolvent mixture.20 The initial
reaction rate and average activity were found to increase with
increasing polarity of the cosolvent (hexane < Et2O < toluene <
CH2Cl2 < DMF).20 This observation is not characteristic for
the pericyclic reactions,23 in which the charge distributions in
the activated complexes and the reactants are very similar.
Rather, it testifies for a dipolar transition-state reaction,23 where
activated complexes differ considerably in charge separation or
charge distribution from the initial reactants. Similar results on
solvent effects were presented by Tanis et al.,24 who studied
ATH of aryl chloromethyl ketones catalyzed by the Noyori−
Ikariya catalyst Ru[(R,R)-Tsdpen](η6-p-cymene). Bergens and
co-workers reported that a Noyori hydrogenation catalyst,
trans-Ru(H)2[(binap)(dpen)], which is proposed to react with
ketones via the same pericyclic transition state,25 reacted on
mixing with acetophenone or other ketones in THF at −80 °C
under 2 atm H2 to generate exclusively the alkoxide trans-
RuH(OCHPhMe)[(binap)(dpen)].26 Contrary to expectations
from the pericyclic reaction, free amido Ru complex and 1-
phenylethanol were not the immediate products of the

reaction.26a,c To explain the unexpected experimental results,
the authors proposed “the formation of a partial Ru−O bond in
the concerted transition state”. Notably, in the reaction of a
related hydrido complex, (R)-RuH[(S,S)-Tsdpen](η6-p-cym-
ene), with acetone in toluene, a 16e amido complex was
identified as a kinetic reaction product.10 In the opposite
reaction of the 16e Ru[(S,S)-Tsdpen](η6-p-cymene) with
propan-2-ol or 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, the hydride10 or 2,2,2-
trifluoroethanoxo27 complex was identified in the mixture,
respectively. Moasser reported that the interaction of
acetophenone with the hydrido complex RuH[N-(p-X-
phenyl)-N′-(p-toluenesulfonyl)-1,2-ethylenediamine](η6-p-
cymene) in HCO2H/NEt3 mixture via a pericyclic transition
state is not plausible, and that CO2 interacts with the same
complex (reverse reaction) possibly via an ion-pair inter-
mediate.28 An ion-pair intermediate was also proposed in the
reaction between Ru[(R,R)-Tsdpen](η6-p-cymene) and formic
acid.29

Meijer and co-workers reported ab initio molecular dynamics
study of the hydrogen transfer reaction between simplified
model RuH[XCH2CH2NH2](η

6-C6H6) (X = O,30 NH-
(SO2CH3)

31) and formaldehyde in a cubic box containing
explicit molecules of methanol30 or water,31 respectively, based
on the discrete solvation model. These two works represent the
only available computational studies that deal with solvent
effects in the seminal system, and they revealed that (1) “the
activation barriers were lowered and the concerted mechanism
predicted in the gas phase was converted into a sequential
mechanism in methanol solution with the substrate appearing
as methoxide-like intermediate, which existed for a short but
finite time in the reactive trajectory”,30 and (2) “a concerted
transition state was observed in water solution, however, only
the hydride was transferred at that point, whereas the proton
was transferred later by a water molecule”.31 The authors
proposed a “concerted solvent-mediated mechanism of the
proton transfer” in methanol solution.30 Xiao and Liu reported

Scheme 1. Interconversion between 18e Amine Hydrido and 16e Amido Ru Complexes via the Proposed Six-Membered
Pericyclic Transition State: Plausible Catalytic Cycle for Asymmetric Transfer Hydrogenation of Aromatic Ketones with
Propan-2-ol
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that one explicitly hydrogen-bonded water molecule contrib-
utes to the asynchronicity of the three-bond concerted reaction
between simplified RuH[NH2CH2CH2NH2](η

6-C6H6) and
acetone via a six-membered pericyclic transition state, based
on gas phase DFT/BLYP calculations.20 They located on the
reaction coordinate a first-order saddle-point (i303 cm−1) in
this “microsolvated” complex that corresponds “mostly to the
transfer of the hydride between Ru and the carbonyl C atom”.
Note that initially an asynchronous or two-stage17a,b three-
bond17a concerted reaction via a six-membered pericyclic
transition state was originally reported9d by Noyori in their
gas phase calculations.32

Given the importance of ATH reactions with bifunctional
complexes in academic and industrial syntheses of chiral
compounds, it is desirable to arrive at a full mechanistic
understanding of this catalytic reaction, which should also
conform to the recently reported experimental20,24,26a,b,28 and
catalytic20,33 anomalies that do not fit the pericyclic mechanism.
In the year 2012, a dozen of scientific contributions on catalytic
transfer hydrogenation with bifunctional complexes were
published in which the concept of the rate-determining six-
membered pericyclic transition state, based on the gas phase
model, is used.33,34 In the present work we probe the influence
of the continuum solvent reaction field as well as individual
explicit solvent molecules of propan-2-ol on the reactions
between unabridged chiral models35 of the ruthenium hydride
complexes (S)-RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-ben-
zene) (Ru-1) and (S)-RuH[(R,R)-p-TsNCH(Ph)CH(Ph)-
NH2](η

6-mesitylene) (Ru-2) with acetone or acetophenone
in the framework of the density functional theory (DFT).36 We
study these reactions using a technique that takes into account
nonspecif ic (or macroscopic) or specif ic (or microscopic) solvation
effects or both of propan-2-ol via the “solvated supermolecules”
approach, where the Schrödinger equation is solved for the
entire solute−solvent complex in the solvent polarization
electric field (reaction field).

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND GENERAL
METHODOLOGY

All calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 09 software37 using
the Tsubame-2 supercomputer (TokyoTech).38 The reactions
between Ru-1 and acetone or acetophenone were studied at the
DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-311++G**(C,H,N,O) level of theory in the
gas phase or in the continuum solvent reaction field of propan-2-ol
using the SMD solvation model.39 The reactions between Ru-2 and
acetone or acetophenone were studied under the same level of theory,
but with the 6-31G* basis set for the (C,H,N,O,S)-atom block. The
reactions between complexes RuH[XCH2CH2NH2](η

6-C6H6) [X = O,
NH2] and acetone or formaldehyde were studied with the SDD(Ru)/
6-311++G**(C,H,N,O)-basis set with M0640 or BLYP41 functionals,
in the continuum solvent reaction field using SMD39 or C-PCM42

solvation model. DFT integration grids with 99 radial and 590 angular
points (Ultrafine) were used for all calculations. For the 6-311++G**
(C,H,N,O) frequency calculations of the “solvated supermolecules”,
integral accuracy was increased to the 1 × 10−11 cutoff by using the
option “Int=(Acc2e=11,Grid=Ultrafine)”. The molecular cavity was
created as implemented in Gaussian 09 via the SMD or C-PCM
solvation model. All the calculations were carried out on the
conformers of the ruthenium complexes having λ-configured five-
membered N−N ring with C−H hydrogen atoms located at the axial
positions (Chart S1, Schemes S1 and S2). In the case of (R,R)-Tsdpen,
the absolute configuration on the N(Ts) atom was R. This structural
arrangement (λ,NR) was found for the 18e hydrido complex (S)-
RuH[(R,R)-Tsdpen](η6-p-cymene) in the solid state (X-ray struc-
ture).10 All geometries were fully optimized without symmetry or

geometry constraints. In this work, gas phase optimized geometries are
labeled with Roman numerals, and continuum solvent reaction field
optimized geometries are labeled with Arabic numerals (Schemes S1
and S2). Frequency calculations were carried out for all optimized
geometries under the harmonic approximation. The Gibbs free
energies, G, were calculated under standard-state conditions as default
in Gaussian: T = 298.15 K, p = 1 atm (gas), or C = 1 M (continuum
model). Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations43 were
computed for most of the transition states separately in the forward
and reverse directions. Molecular graphics images were produced using
the UCSF Chimera package.44 The results are discussed in terms of
electronic and free energies, although modern computational modeling
cannot accurately handle enthalpies and especially entropies in
solution, which is a major computational challenge for which no
universal solution is apparently available.45 Because entropic factors are
typically overestimated by the current computational methods
(especially for the reactions with a different number of particles on
the right and on the left),46 an accurate Gibbs energy could be
estimated to lie between the computed values of the electronic energy
(E) and Gibbs energy (G) profiles.47

Solvent effects can be grouped into two distinct components.48

“Nonspecif ic” or “macrosolvation” describes the interaction between the
solute molecule and the solvent polarization electric field (reaction
field) around the solute in the solution. The “specif ic” or “micro-
solvation”, the origin of which are hydrogen-bonding forces, charge
transfer or electron-pair donor−acceptor complexes, are defined by the
formation of kinetically stable complexes between solute and solvent.
In quantum chemistry, three general approaches have been used for
the theoretical description of solute/solvent interactions:49 continuum
models, discrete solvation models, and mixed continuum/discrete
models. The first group of methods49d,50 treats the solvent as a
continuous medium characterized by its macroscopic dielectric
constants; thus, it provides the description of the nonspecif ic solvation.
Continuum models are particularly efficient tools for studying the
effects of condensed phases on molecular structure, energetics,
properties, and dynamics when solvents interact only slightly with
the solute.50a,c In the second group of methods, such as the
supermolecular model,51 frozen density functional approach,52 ab
initio molecular dynamics,53 Monte Carlo,54 or the combined quantum
mechanical and classical mechanical models (QM/MM),55 one or
more solvent molecules are treated explicitly. Importantly, in the
continuum model the explicit microscopic structure of the solvent is
neglected; therefore, this model provides a poor description of the
short-range interactions. As a result, not all of the electronic aspects of
hydrogen bonding between solvent and solute are correctly described
by continuum models. On the other hand, the explicit descriptions
with the discrete model, which are always size-limited, cannot fully
take into account long-range (bulk) effects. To take into account both
nonspecif ic and specif ic interactions, the “solvated supermolecules” (or
mixed continuum/discrete) model was applied.50c,56 This model uses a
generalized continuum model in which the solute contains several
explicit solvent molecules belonging to the first solvation shell.50c In
view of recent developments, we have chosen to use the “solvated
supermolecules” approach primarily for modeling the catalytic ATH
with bifunctional ruthenium complexes.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Computational quantum chemistry has become a powerful
addition to experiment to investigate chemical reactions on the
molecular level.57 Although theoretical chemists have devel-
oped a variety of computational strategies for describing and
understanding the complex phenomenon of solvation, the-
oretical modeling of molecular properties in the condensed
phase, contrary to the gas phase, is still rather limited, as well as
much more difficult and time-consuming. Chemical reactions in
solution, however, are dictated mainly by the solvent.48a

Solute−solvent interactions have dramatic effects on molecular
structures, energies, and properties49e,58 as well as on the
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outcome of the reaction, including the sense of the
enantioselection.33,59 In contrast to the gas phase, where
reactions without charge separation or charge distribution are
preferred (e.g., radical-producing and pericyclic reactions), in
solution preferable reactions are the ones involving charge
separation and charge distribution.48a In order to introduce
solvation effects into the calculations, three solvation models
were examined and compared, i.e., continuum, discrete (by
introducing up to two solvent molecules around the reacting
complex at the hydrogen-bonded positions), and mixed
continuum/discrete models, via the “solvated supermolecules”
approach. Comparison of the present methods with the CP-
MD,30,31 a method which is based on the dynamic approach is
available in the Supporting Information (SI, pp S6−S10).
Reaction of (S)-RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-
C6H6) (Ru-1) with Acetone. Gas Phase vs Continuum
Solvent Reaction Field (Gas vs Continuum Solvation Model).
At first the reaction between (S)-RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH-
(Ph)NH2](η

6-C6H6) (Ru-1) and acetone was studied in the gas

phase. We found, in agreement with previously reported data
(vide supra), that two oppositely polarized hydrogen atoms, a
hydride from the ruthenium center and a proton from the
amine, are delivered from the 18e ruthenium hydride complex
Ru-1 to the acetone through the three-bond concerted
transition structure TSI→II (i1372 cm−1) as shown in Figure
1. In this context and for the purpose of this work, it is not
exactly important whether this transition structure is classically
pericyclic or pseudopericyclic.60 Nucleus-independent chemical
shift (NICS)61 calculations (see SI, Figure S4) suggest that the
concerted structure is rather classically pericyclic. In this
transition structure, all six atoms are located almost in one
plane, with a dihedral angle RuNOC of 5°. Analysis of the
vibrational vector reveals that two hydrogen atoms are
delivered to the acetone molecule slightly asynchronously,
i.e., via a three-bond, two-stage17a concerted process. IRC
calculations43 performed for this transition state, TSI→II, clearly
revealed two minima that correspond to the hydrogen-bonded
adducts I and II (see Figure 1). Optimized geometries of I,

Figure 1. DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-311++G**(C,H,N,O) gas phase vs continuum solvent reaction field energy profiles for the reaction between (S)-
RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-C6H6) (Ru-1) and acetone. For the continuum solvent reaction field, the SMD (propan-2-ol) solvation
model39 is used.
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TSI→II, and II as well as selected bond lengths are presented in
Figure 2.
Further, the reaction of Ru-1 with acetone was studied in the

continuum solvent reaction field of propan-2-ol using the SMD
solvation model.39 Optimization of TSI→II in the propan-2-ol
continuum solvent reaction field afforded the transition
structure TS2 (i1342 cm−1), in which clearly only the proton
transfer is taking place, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. IRC
calculations of this transition structure revealed two minima
that correspond to the ion-pair ipA(s)ISIP and hydrogen-
bonded adduct 2, respectively (Figures 1 and 2). Structural,
orbital, and natural bond population analyses (see SI, Figures
S5, S6, S7) suggest that ipA(s)ISIP is an inner-sphere contact
ion-pair (ISIP), which is additionally stabilized by the ionic N−
H···O− hydrogen bond between the cation and the anion.62

The ion-pair ipA(s)ISIP has the counterion in the first
coordination sphere of the metal-containing moiety and a
slightly elongated C−H bond of the anion that is directed
toward the Ru atom, as shown in Figure 2. All six atoms occupy
almost planar positions, with a dihedral angle RuNOC of 4°.
Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis indicates that the C−H
hydrogen atom has a weak interaction with the metal and qH =
0.086, which can be compared with the hydride charge in 1 (qH
= 0.006) and the proton charge in 2 (qH = 0.165). The
C(H)···Ru distance of 3.06 Å (cf. 3.73 Å, the sum of the van
der Waals radii),63 the elongated C−H distance of 1.21 Å (cf.
1.12 Å in “free” anion), and the almost linear angle C−Hδ+···Ru
of 163° testify the “non-classical” C−H···Ru hydrogen-bonding
interaction.64 At the same time, the oxygen atom in ipA(s)ISIP

bears the highest negative charge (qO = −0.923) along the
reaction coordinate, cf. qO = −0.675 in 1 and qO = −0.836 in 2
(Figure S7). We further found that complex 1 and ipA(s)ISIP

are connected via the transition state TS1 (i333 cm−1),
corresponding to pure hydride transfer from Ru to C in the
outer sphere, as shown in Figure 1. IRC calculations from this
first-order saddle point resulted in 1 and ipA(s)ISIP as local
minima.
Thus, introduction of only the nonspecif ic solvation of

propan-2-ol for the reaction of Ru-1 with acetone clearly

indicates a two-step reaction with the ionic pair ipAISIP as a
metastable intermediate.65 The transition state corresponding
to hydride transfer is quasi-pericyclic, since all six atoms lie
almost in the plane (dihedral angle RuNOC = 1°) and there is
a hydrogen bond between the N−H hydrogen and oxygen O
atoms. However, the reaction should be viewed as one-bond
concerted,17a because the process involves the breaking and
forming of only one bond, Ru−H and C−H, respectively. The
relative barriers are significantly decreased, by ∼8 kcal/mol, in
the solvent reaction field relative to the gas phase. The
calculated barrier for the proton transfer is ∼2 kcal/mol higher
than the barrier of the hydride transfer on both electronic and
free energy scales, as shown in Figure 1. Analysis of TS2 reveals
that a weak C−H···Ru hydrogen bond is still present in the
transition state (dRu···(H)C = 3.10 Å, angle Ru···H−C = 152°);
however, all atoms of the six-membered cycle occupy less
planar positions, with the dihedral angle RuNOC of 8°, cf. 4° in
ipA(s)ISIP and 1° in TS1. Synchronous breaking of the N−H
covalent bond, weak C−H···Ru hydrogen bond, and trans-
formation of the distorted octahedral configuration around the
ruthenium center in ipA(s)ISIP into a square-planar geometry of
2 possibly make the N−H proton transfer visibly higher in
energy than the preceding hydride transfer step. This
observation, however, is only valid for a 1:1 reaction in the
reaction field. Introduction of explicit solvent molecules into
the calculations further stabilizes the proton transfer step (vide
inf ra).
Inner-sphere ion-pair ipA(s)ISIP is a branching point of the

reaction: in addition to the N−H proton transfer from the
ruthenium cation to the isopropoxide anion in ipA(s)ISIP to
afford 2 as described in Figure 1, partial or full dissociation to
give different contact ion pairs or “free” ions, respectively, is
possible. Corresponding stationary points are described in
Figure S9. Of note is the formation of the outer-sphere ion
pair62 ipA(s)OSIP, which is also hydrogen-bonded via N−
H···−OCH(CH3)2, obtained from ipA(s)ISIP via relegation of
the isopropoxide anion to the second coordination sphere, as
shown in Figure S9. This process is accompanied by partial
transformation of the distorted octahedral configuration around

Figure 2. DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-311++G**(C,H,N,O)-optimized geometries of the stationary points along the reaction coordinate between (S)-
RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-C6H6) (Ru-1) and acetone to afford II (2) in the gas phase or continuum solvent reaction field of propan-2-
ol using the SMD solvation model.39 Selected bond lengths are presented.
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the ruthenium center (angle CNTbenzene−Ru−CNTNO = 151°,
where CNT denotes a centroid) into a square-planar geometry
(angle CNTbenzene−Ru−CNTNO = 157°) and significant
breaking of the C−H···Ru hydrogen bond (dC(H)···Ru = 3.40
Å, angle C−H···Ru = 141°). In the reaction field, however,
ipA(s)OSIP is 2.6 kcal/mol higher on the free energy scale. The
ion pair ipA(s)ISIP could afford directly the ruthenium
isopropoxo complex (S)-Ru(OCH(CH3)2)[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)-
CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-C6H6) (3) via the reorientation and coordi-
nation of the anion as shown in Figure 3. This reaction is very
favorable thermodynamically, with ΔG°298K = −12.9 kcal/mol.
This step is characterized by an activation barrier (ΔG⧧

298K) of
5.1 kcal/mol. The corresponding transition state TS3 (i74
cm−1), however, is higher by 2.2 kcal/mol on the electronic
energy scale or 4.1 kcal/mol on the free energy scale than TS2
of the proton transfer to afford 2 as shown in Figure 3.
Complex 2, however, is less stable than 3 by 4.9 kcal/mol on
the free energy scale.
Analysis of the reverse IRC that connects TS3 with ipA(s)

ISIP

reveals that this process proceeds via opening of the dihedral
angle RuNOC from 4° in ipA(s)ISIP to 60° in TS3, during
which the weak C−H···Ru hydrogen bond is broken. This
process occurs in the first coordination sphere of the metal, and
the ruthenium center has a distorted octahedral configuration.
After the first-order saddle point TS3 is reached, the following
descent line on the potential energy surface (PES) corresponds
to oxygen anion coordination on the ruthenium cation to afford
3. Alternatively, the latter can be obtained from 2 via O−H
bond cleavage based on metal−ligand cooperation without a
change in the formal oxidation state of the metal (bifunctional
activation), as shown in Figure 3. This process occurs via two
steps: slightly thermodynamically unfavorable coordination of
propan-2-ol on ruthenium (ΔG°298K = 6.2 kcal/mol) via TS4

(i66 cm−1) to afford 4, during which the square-planar
geometry around the initial 16e ruthenium complex is
transformed into a distorted octahedral configuration of an
18e complex, and subsequent intramolecular proton transfer
through a four-membered, one-bond17a concerted reaction, TS5
(i728 cm−1). These steps are characterized by activation
barriers (ΔG⧧

298K) of 8.6 and 0.9 kcal/mol, respectively. Thus,
the amido complex 2 is a kinetic reaction product in the
reaction between the hydrido complex 1 and acetone, whereas
3 is a thermodynamic reaction product.

Supermolecules vs “Solvated Supermolecules” (Discrete vs
Mixed Continuum/Discrete Solvation Model). Amphiprotic
solvents, similarly to water, could be viewed as dynamic three-
dimensional hydrogen-bonded networks.48a Normal hydrogen
bonds are approximately 10 times stronger than the nonspecific
intermolecular interaction forces;48a thus, it was of interest to
examine the influence of protic solvent molecules on the
reaction of (S)-RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-C6H6)
(Ru-1) with acetone. In the computational analysis we
examined both the gas phase and continuum solvent reaction
field for the reactions of Ru-1 with acetone in the presence of
one or two molecules of propan-2-ol, located at hydrogen-
bonded positions around the reacting complex between Ru-1
and acetone, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. In both the gas phase
and continuum solvent reaction field with one or two explicit
solvent molecules, similar two-step profiles were obtained, as
shown in Figure 4. The first step consists of hydride transfer
from Ru-1 to acetone through H-bonded adducts to afford ISIP
intermediates via the transition states TSV→ipB

ISIP (one solvent
molecule in the gas), TSVII→ipC

ISIP (two solvent molecules in
the gas), TS6 (one solvent molecule in the reaction field), and
TS8 (two solvent molecules in the reaction field). The second
step consists of proton transfer from the nitrogen atom to the

Figure 3. Formation of isopropoxo ruthenium complex (S)-Ru(OCH(CH3)2)[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η
6-C6H6) (3) from ipA(s)ISIP:

directly via anion reorientation (red line), or stepwise via complexes 2 and 4 (violet line). Energy profile at the DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-311++G**
(C,H,N,O)/SMD(propan-2-ol) level of theory.
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oxygen anion to afford the hydrogen-bonded 16e Ru complexes
with two or three molecules of propan-2-ol via TSipB

ISIP
→VI

(one solvent molecule in the gas), TSipC
ISIP

→VIII (two solvent
molecules in the gas), TS7 (one solvent molecule in the
reaction field), and TS9 (two solvent molecules in the reaction
field). Solvent reaction field optimized geometries as well as
selected bond lengths during these processes are presented in
Figure 5. Note that ISIPs ipBISIP and ipCISIP, or a couple of
ipB(s)ISIP/ipC(s)ISIP, are stabilized by the two and three
hydrogen bonds, respectively, between the oxygen atom of the
isopropoxide anion and the N−H and O−H (one or two) of
the propan-2-ol. Thus, the proton may be delivered to the
isopropoxide anion by the media, rather than from the N−H of
the cationic Ru complex. These questions will be addressed
below.

Notably, even in the gas phase, the presence of one solvent
molecule changed the one-step concerted mechanism to the
stepwise mechanism discussed above. Thus, from the total six
approaches examined, including one gas phase, one continuum
solvent model, two discrete solvent models, and two mixed
continuum/discrete solvent models, only the gas phase 1:1
reaction between Ru-1 and acetone occurred via the three-bond
asynchronous concerted pathway through a six-membered
pericyclic transition state. Introduction separately of nonspecif ic
or specif ic solvation of propan-2-ol or their combination into
the DFT calculations suggests that a pericyclic mechanism9d,12a

through a six-membered transition state is improbable in the
liquid phase.
Upon introduction of explicit solvent molecules into the

continuum solvent reaction field calculations, the H···Ru bond
length in the ISIP increases from 1.88 Å in ipA(s)ISIP via 1.92 Å

Figure 4. DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-311++G**(C,H,N,O) gas phase vs continuum solvent reaction field energy profiles of the reaction between (S)-
RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-C6H6) (Ru-1) and acetone in the presence of one or two explicit propan-2-ol molecules. For the continuum
solvent reaction field the SMD (propan-2-ol) solvation model39 is used. R = CH(CH3)2.
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in ipB(s)ISIP to 2.03 Å in ipC(s)ISIP, and the C−H bond
decreases from 1.21 Å in ipA(s)ISIP via 1.19 Å in ipB(s)ISIP to
1.16 Å in ipC(s)ISIP, respectively (cf. 1.12 Å in “free” anion), as
shown in Figure 5. Thus, the anion character as well as overall
stability of the ISIP increases upon introduction of the solvent
molecules. Note that a weak C−H···Ru hydrogen-bonding
interaction is still present in all ISIPs; however, the C(H)···Ru
distance increases from 3.06 Å in ipA(s)ISIP via 3.08 Å in
ipB(s)ISIP to 3.15 Å in ipC(s)ISIP upon introduction of solvent
molecules. At the same time, both hydride and proton transfer
barriers become lower in energy (Figure 4). The same is true
for the gas phase. This tendency is expected, taking into
account the cooperative effect in hydrogen bonding.66 The
endothermicity decreases in the order 1→ipA(s)ISIP < 5→
ipB(s)ISIP < 7→ipC(s)ISIP, with the corresponding transition
states becoming “earlier” in the character (see bond lengths
during the hydride transfer in Figures 2 and 5), in agreement
with Hammond’s postulate.67

Similarly to the reaction between 1 and acetone in the
reaction field described above, the barrier to the proton transfer
within each ISIP was found to be slightly higher than that of the
hydride transfer in the gas phase, as shown in Figure 4. In
contrast, in the reaction field and notably for the transformation
of 7→8 on the electronic energy scale, which is the most
advanced among the models, the transition state corresponding
to the hydride transfer is clearly rate-determining. The
transition states shown in Figure 4, except TS7 and TS9, are
the true transition states connecting 18e Ru hydrido complexes
with 16e Ru amido complexes via ISIPs, as verified separately
by the accurate IRC calculations.
On the other hand, IRC calculations from the transition

structures TS7 (i1352 cm−1) and TS9 (i1273 cm−1) led to the
identification of the outer-sphere ionic pair (OSIP)62

intermediates ipB(s)OSIP and ipC(s)OSIP, respectively, as
shown in Figure 6. The OSIPs are also stabilized by the ionic
N−H···O− hydrogen bond between the cation and the anion,
however, the latter being placed in the second coordination

sphere. Because of this structural arrangement in the OSIP, the
configuration around the ruthenium center is now almost
square-planar, and there is significant loss of the weak, “non-
classical” C−H···Ru hydrogen-bonding interaction (cf. the
couple ipA(s)ISIP/ipA(s)OSIP described above). For example, in
the stationary point located for the complex ipC(s)OSIP in
Figure 6, the distance dC(H)···Ru is 3.53 Å and angle C−H···Ru is
141°, which can be compared with the significantly shorter
distance dC(H)···Ru of 3.15 Å and almost linear angle C−H···Ru
of 161° in ipC(s)ISIP. For ipC(s)OSIP and ipC(s)ISIP, the angle
CNTbenzene−Ru−CNTNO is 161° and 152°, respectively,
whereas the RuNOC dihedral angle is 35° and 9°,
correspondingly. The planarity of the dihedral angle RuNOC
in the ISIP is crucial, because only under such an arrangement
can the Ru−H/C−H be broken/formed, and the hydride
transfer step can be viewed as corresponding to a one-bond17a

concerted reaction. Thus, only one minimum with all six atoms
lying practically in one plane exists for the ISIP. For the OSIP,

Figure 5. DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-311++G**(C,H,N,O)/SMD-
(propan-2-ol)-optimized geometries of the stationary points (minima
or first-order saddle points) along the reaction coordinate between
(S)-RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-C6H6) (Ru-1) and ace-
tone in the presence of one or two solvent molecules. Selected bond
lengths are presented.

Figure 6. DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-311++G**(C,H,N,O)/SMD-
(propan-2-ol) energy profile of the reaction between Ru-1 and
acetone in the presence of one or two explicit solvent molecules.
Intrinsic reaction coordinate for the transformations of 5→6 and 7→8.
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in contrast, many different geometric isomers are possible,
originating from rotation along the N−H···−O−C bond as well
as variation in the general position of the anion in the second
coordination sphere,68 each having a distinct activation barrier
for the N−H proton transfer. Of note, the thermodynamic
stability of the OSIP is reproduced only when at least two
explicit solvent molecules are considered in the calculations.
These two solvent molecules effectively stabilize the anion via
two additional O−H···−O−C hydrogen bonds. For example,
ipA(s)OSIP described above is 1.7 kcal/mol higher (ΔE) than
ipA(s)ISIP (reaction field), and ipB(s)OSIP is only 0.5 kcal/mol
higher (ΔE) than ipB(s)ISIP (reaction field + one explicit
solvent molecule), whereas ipC(s)OSIP is already −0.4 kcal/mol
lower (ΔE) than ipC(s)ISIP (reaction field + two explicit
solvent molecules). The same thinking is valid for the N−H
proton transfer step, where the corresponding transition state is
stabilized by H-bonding with solvent molecules. Thus, all
further calculations were performed in the presence of two
explicit solvent molecules.
Reaction of (S)-RuH[(R,R)-p-TsNCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-
mesitylene) (Ru-2) with Acetone. The reaction between
(S)-RuH[(R,R)-Tsdpen](η6-mesitylene) (Ru-2) and acetone
was also studied in the gas phase and in the solvent reaction
field in the presence of two solvent molecules via the “solvated

supermolecules” approach, allowing us to introduce nonspecif ic
and specif ic solvation. This was done with the 6-31G* basis-set
for the (C,H,N,O,S) atom block because of the high
computational cost associated with the large molecules. Similar
results were obtained in for reaction between Ru-1 and acetone
with the 6-311++G** and 6-31G* basis sets, although in the
latter case all the relative energies are systematically ca. 1 kcal/
mol higher in energy (see Figure S8). Similarly to Ru-1, a
pericyclic three-bond asynchronous transition state was found
in the gas phase, and a two-step profile was obtained in the
solvent reaction field (see SI for details, Figure S11).

Reaction of (S)-RuH[(R,R)-p-TsNCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η
6-

mesitylene) (Ru-2) with Acetophenone. We next studied
the reaction between (S)-RuH[(R,R)-Tsdpen](η6-mesitylene)
(Ru-2) and acetophenone to produce (R)- or (S)-1-phenyl-
ethanol. Chiral complex Ru-2 catalyzes ATH of acetophenone
(25 °C, 15 h, S/C = 200) from propan-2-ol to produce (R)-1-
phenylethanol with 95% yield and 97% ee,1a corresponding to a
2.47 kcal/mol free energy difference69 between the rate-
determining diastereomeric transition states leading to different
enantiomers. Proper computational analysis of the reaction
between Ru-2 and acetophenone producing (R)- or (S)-1-
phenylethanol should include conformational and configura-
tional searches. Such an analysis, however, is out of scope in

Figure 7. DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-31G*(C,H,N,O,S) energy profile of the reaction between (S)-RuH[(R,R)-TsNCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η
6-

mesitylene) (Ru-2) and acetophenone to produce (R)-1-phenylethanol (R-pathway) and (S)-1-phenylethanol (S-pathway) in the gas phase or in the
continuum solvent reaction field (SMD solvation model39) of propan-2-ol in the presence of two explicit solvent molecules. R = CH(CH3)2, Ar =
C6H5.
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this paper. Only a fixed configuration/conformation
(R,R,RN,SRu,λ) of the complex Ru-2 (see Chart S1) was
considered in the reaction with acetophenone. This type of
structural arrangement (R,R,RN,SRu,λ) was found for the similar
18e hydrido complex (S)-RuH[(R,R)-Tsdpen](η6-p-cymene)
in the solid state (X-ray structure).10

The 1:1 reaction of Ru-2 and acetophenone to produce (R)-
1-phenylethanol (R-pathway) and (S)-1-phenylethanol (S-
pathway) in the gas phase proceeded through H-bonded
adduct XI between the 18e Ru hydrido complex and
acetophenone via the three-bond concerted asynchronous
process through six-membred pericyclic transition structure
TSXI→XII to produce H-bonded adduct XII between the 16 Ru
amido complex and chiral 1-phenylethanol, as shown in Figure
7. The relative energy difference between the EDSs (transition
states TSXI→XII

R vs TSXI→XII
S) in the gas phase, 4.2 kcal/mol on

the electronic energy scale and 5.0 kcal/mol on the free energy
scale in favor of the R-enantiomer, is in qualitative agreement
with the experimental value of 2.47 kcal/mol determined on the
basis of the experimental 97% ee values.
In contrast, inclusion of nonspecific and specific solvation via

the “solvated supermolecules” approach revealed the stepwise
mechanism in which the activation barriers are significantly
lowered relative to the gas phase, as shown in Figure 7. The
transformations 11R→12R and 11S→12S to produce a hydro-
gen-bonded adduct between the 16e Ru-amido complex and
(R)-1-phenylethanol and (S)-1-phenylethanol, respectively,
proceed via the inner-sphere ipE(s)ISIP and outer-sphere

ipE(s)OSIP contact ion-pair intermediates, correspondingly.
The structural difference between ipE(s)ISIP and ipE(s)OSIP is
the configuration around the ruthenium center and the position
of the counteranion relative to the metal coordination sphere,
being distorted octahedral with the anion in the first
coordination sphere and square-planar with the anion in the
second coordination sphere, as shown in Figure 8. The inner-
sphere ipE(s)ISIP is also stabilized by a weak “non-classical” C−
H···Ru hydrogen-bonding interaction,70 described above. This
interaction preceeds the proton transfer to ruthenium,71 being
the reverse of the enantioselective hydride transfer, during
which the hydrogen atom is repolarized.
Both ipE(s)ISIP and ipE(s)OSIP are stabilized by three

hydrogen bonds, one N−H···O− with the ruthenium cation
and two O−H···O− with two solvent molecules, respectively.
For (R)-ipE(s)ISIP, (R)-ipE(s)OSIP, and (S)-ipE(s)OSIP, how-
ever, additional stabilization via weak hydrogen bonding64e,72

between C−H hydrogens of η6-mesitylene ligand and the π-
cloud of the phenylethanyl anion is present as shown in Figure
8. The N−H proton transfer could occur directly in ipE(s)ISIP

without any relegation of the anion to the second coordination
sphere. However, similarly to the reaction of Ru-2 or Ru-1 with
acetone described above, this pathway was found to be slightly
energetically prohibitive (see [i681 cm‑1]TS and [i480 cm‑1]TS

in Figure S12). A lower-energy N−H proton transfer pathway
to the organic anion occurs effectively from the ipE(s)OSIP,
transition states TS11

R (i1000 cm−1) and TS11
S (i1091 cm−1) as

shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8. DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-31G*(C,H,N,O,S)/SMD(propan-2-ol)-optimized geometries of the ipE(s)ISIP, ipE(s)OSIP, (R)-ipE(s)SSIP, and
(R)-ipF(s)OSIP ion pairs. Selected structural parameters are presented.
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The Re face 11R and Si face 11S hydrogen-bonded adducts
precede the EDS, which is the hydride transfer from the Ru-2
to the C-atom of the acetophenone. Corresponding transition
state TS10

R (i433 cm−1), leading to the R-enantiomer, is more
stable than TS10

S (i448 cm−1), leading to S-enantiomer, by 2.0
kcal/mol on the electronic energy scale and 5.0 kcal/mol on the
free energy scale. A similar energy profile was also obtained
under the BLYP/C-PCM level of theory, where the
corresponding energy difference between the EDSs is 2.2
kcal/mol on the electronic energy scale and 2.3 kcal/mol on the
free energy scale, respectively (see Figure S12). Thus, both the
M06 gas phase calculations and the M06/SMD or BLYP/C-
PCM calculations with the inclusion of nonspecific and specific
solvation effects correctly qualitatively predict the experimental
enantioselectivity and sense of the enantioselection.73

To evaluate the possibility of proton transfer from the media,
we have studied the O−H proton transfer from propan-2-ol to
the oxygen atom of the (R)-1-phenylethoxide anion within the
ion pair (R)-ipE(s)OSIP. The latter could be also viewed as an
(R)-1-phenylethoxide anion stabilized by three hydrogen bonds
between the oxygen atom and the N−H hydrogen atom of the
cationic Ru complex and two O−H protons of the propan-2-ol.
A constrained PES scan performed along the O−H···O−

coordinate for one propan-2-ol molecule H-bonded to an
(R)-1-phenylethoxide anion and subsequent transition state
optimization revealed transition structure TS12 (i258 cm−1),
which corresponds to proton transfer along the O−H···O−

coordinate, as depicted in Figure 9. IRC calculations from this

transition state revealed two minima, corresponding to ion pairs
(R)-ipE(s)SSIP and (R)-ipF(s)OSIP, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
Complex (R)-ipE(s)SSIP could be viewed as a solvent-shared
ion pair,62 obtained from (R)-ipE(s)OSIP by involvement of one
solvent molecule between the Ru cationic complex and the (R)-
1-phenylethoxide anion.74 The process (R)-ipE(s)OSIP→(R)-
ipE(s)SSIP costs 2.5 kcal/mol on the free energy scale and is 1.2
kcal/mol higher than the energy of TS11

R, corresponding to
proton transfer from the Ru complex to the (R)-1-phenyl-
ethoxide anion. Complex (R)-ipF(s)OSIP could be viewed as an
outer-sphere contact ion pair between the Ru cationic complex
and the isopropoxide anion, which is additionally stabilized by
one hydrogen bond with the (R)-1-phenylethanol.75 Unfortu-
nately, dissociation of the OSIP (R)-ipE(s)OSIP into a solvent-
shared ion pair, (R)-ipE(s)SSIP, is only poorly modeled by the
present calculations, since in reality each cation and anion is
expected to be effectively solvated by a solvent shell, and thus
more stabilized. As a result, the present calculations do not
allow unambiguous discrimination among the possible
mechanisms for the proton transfer, since more solvent
molecules should be included in the cluster model.

Enantioselectivity. In the present work we have shown
that the EDS of the catalytic cycle is the hydride transfer. The
corresponding diastereomeric transition state is rate-determin-
ing.47 The composition of the enantiomers (%ee) would be
determined by the free energy difference between these two
diastereomeric transition states leading to the opposite
enantiomers. For the reaction between Ru-1 and acetophenone

Figure 9. DFT/M06/SDD(Ru)/6-31G*(C,H,N,O,S)/SMD(propan-2-ol)-comparative energy profiles for proton transfer from the N−H bond of
the Ru cation or the O−H proton of the propan-2-ol within the outer-sphere ion pair (R)-ipE(s)OSIP. Energy in kcal/mol is calibrated relative to the
(R)-ipE(s)OSIP. R = CH(CH3)2, Ar = C6H5.
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in a continuum solvent reaction field, we have found for the SRu
diastereomer that the weak C−H···π hydrogen bond64e,72

between one C−H proton of the η6-C6H6-ligand and the π-
cloud of the approaching aromatic ketone, previously denoted
as a CH/π attraction,12b is one of the stabilizing factors for the
pathway leading to (R)-1-phenylethanol, as shown in Figure 10.

The transition state of the hydride transfer, TS13
R (i324 cm−1)

is 0.35 kcal/mol more stable on the free energy scale but −1.10
kcal/mol less stable on the electronic energy scale than TS13

S

(i367 cm−1), leading to the opposite enantiomer. This is
comparable with the value of 0.02 kcal/mol, determined69 from
the experimentally obtained ee value of 2%, where the major
product is (R)-1-phenylethanol.2 Examination of TS13

R reveals
that a hydrogen atom is directed to the center76 of the
acetophenone aromatic ring with a distance of 2.69 Å and angle
C−H−CNTarene of 142°, where CNTarene is a centroid of the
acetophenone aromatic ring. The corresponding C−H bond
length, however, is only slightly elongated by 0.001 Å relative to
other C−H bonds of the η6-C6H6 ligand (Figure 10). The
Mulliken charge on this hydrogen atom, qH = 0.055, is
decreased relative to an averaged charge of unbound hydrogen
atoms, qH = 0.237.77

For the reaction between Ru-2 and acetophenone, three
weak hydrogen bonds between one C(sp2)−H proton and two
C(sp3)−H protons of the η6-mesitylene ligand, correspond-
ingly, and the π-cloud of the approaching acetophenone were
identified as stabilizing factors for the pathway leading to the
major enantiomer, (R)-1-phenylethanol, transition structure
TS10

R in Figure 10. The distance between the proton and the
center of the acetophenone aromatic ring is 2.78 Å. This
C(sp2)−H proton is directed directly to the center of the
acetophenone aromatic ring, whereas two other C(sp3)−H
protons are directed only to the nearest carbon atoms, with
distances of 2.65 and 2.86 Å, respectively. The corresponding

Figure 10. Identified stabilizing vs destabilizing factors of the
transitions states leading to (R)- or (S)-1-phenylethanol. For Ru-2,
explicit solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. The (R,R,SRu,λ)
structural arrangement is used. For Ru-2, the absolute configuration
on the nitrogen NTs atom is R.

Scheme 2. Revised Catalytic Cycle(s) of the Asymmetric Transfer Hydrogenation Catalyzed by RuH[(R,R)-
XCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-arene): Formation of the Major Enantiomer Is Shown
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Mulliken charges are also found to be decreased by ΔqH =
−0.015 and −0.018 for C(sp2)−H and C(sp3)−H protons,
respectively. The angle C(sp2)−H−CNTarene is 143°. In
contrast, the transition state leading to the minor enantiomer,
(S)-1-phenylethanol, is destabilized by the repulsion between
the SO2 group oxygen atoms of the Ts moiety and the π-cloud
of the approaching aromatic ketone, transition structure TS10

S

in Figure 10. The distances between the two oxygen atoms and
the closest carbon atoms in acetophenone, 3.40 and 3.49 Å,
respectively, are comparable with the sum of the corresponding
van der Waals radii (3.50 Å). Thus, in the case of Ru-2, both
stabilization from three C−H···π hydrogen bonds and
destabilization from SO2/π repulsion originating from the
NTs group cooperate to increase the free energy difference
between the diastereomeric transition states, leading to
different enantiomers and contributing, among other factors,
to the excellent ee value (97%).
The presence of a NSO2R group on the DPEN ligand is the

strict reason why the RuII(η6-arene) complexes bearing N-
sulfonylated DPEN give better ee’s (90−99% ee) than
corresponding RuII(η6-arene) complexes bearing chiral 2-
amino alcohol auxiliaries (2−92% ee). For example, complex
(S)-RuH[(R,R)-p-TsNCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-C6H6), which
differs from Ru-1 only by replacement of the O atom in the
amino alcohol ligand with NTs, catalyzes the ATH of
acetophenone, giving the final chiral product with 90% ee1a

(cf. 2% for Ru-1). Thus, the crucial factor for achieving high
enantioselectivity for this complex is actually destabilization of
the diastereomeric transition structure, leading to the minor
enantiomer via SO2/π repulsion.
Catalytic Cycle. Based on the present work and overall

experimental and theoretical data accumulated so far, the
mechanism of the ATH catalyzed by bifunctional ruthenium
complexes could follow two catalytic cycles, (a) and (b) in
Scheme 2. In both cases, the first step is the enantio-
determining hydride transfer from the neutral amine hydrido
complex A through the hydrogen-bonded intermediate A···O
CRR′ (NH···OC), leading to the inner-sphere62 ion pair
BISIP stabilized primarily by an ionic hydrogen bond between
the cation and the anion (NH···−O−C), as shown in Scheme 2.
The transition state corresponding to the hydride transfer is
also rate-determining.47 The inner-sphere contact ion pair BISIP

could be involved in at least four equilibria.
The first equilibrium involves relegation of the organic anion

to the second coordination sphere of the metal-containing
moiety to afford the more stable outer-sphere62 ion pair BOSIP,
which is also stabilized by an ionic hydrogen bond via the
NH···−O−C fragment. The structural difference between BISIP

and BOSIP is the configuration around the ruthenium atom,
being distorted octahedral in the first case and square-planar in
the second. We also noted the importance of the planarity of
the dihedral angle RuNOC as well as the presence of a “non-
classical” C−H···Ru hydrogen-bonding interaction64 in BISIP.
Only under such an arrangement can C−H/Ru−H be broken/
formed, and the hydride transfer step can be viewed as
corresponding to a one-bond17a concerted reaction. The C−
H···Ru hydrogen bond preceeds the proton transfer to
ruthenium from the organic anion,71 being the reverse reaction
of the enantioselective hydride transfer. Thus, only one
minimum, corresponding to BISIP, is possible, similarly to the
“lock and key” model in enzymatic reactions.78 Only under
such an arrangement is the enantioselectivity of the reaction
determined via the free energy difference of the rate-

determining diastereomeric transition states. For BOSIP, in
contrast, different isomers originating from rotation along the
NH···−O−C bond as well as in general the position of the
anion in the second coordination sphere are possible.
The second equilibrium is the formation of the ion pair D

(or a couple of DISIP/DOSIP) by reaction with the solvent
molecule. During this step the product is released, and thus the
proton source for the ketone is the protic solvent. The ion pair
D regenerates A via acetone releasing, and this would close the
first catalytic cycle. Note that in this cycle the 16e amido
complex C is not the reaction intermediate.
The third equilibrium is the reversible N−H proton transfer

to afford amido complex C. This transfer occurs effectively only
in BOSIP, because according to calculations the proton transfer
in the six-membered quasicycle within BISIP is energetically
prohibitive. During this step the final product is released, and
thus the proton source for the ketone is the amine group of the
cation of the Ru complex B. C regenerates A via reaction with
propan-2-ol and through ion pair intermediate D, and this
would close the second catalytic cycle.
The fourth equilibrium in which BISIP is involved is reversible

O-coordination of the anion on the metal via its reorientation
to afford (R)-1-phenylethoxo complex E. This process occurs
via a single transition state. Complex E is an off-loop species;
i.e., it exists in thermal equilibrium during the catalytic reaction
at lower energy than the rate-determining barrier but is not
directly involved in the minimum energy pathway of the
catalytic cycle. E can be also obtained from C through Werner-
type complex G and the following O−H bond cleavage based
on metal−ligand cooperation, i.e., without change in the formal
oxidation state of the metal. Similarly, the isopropyloxo
complex F can be obtained directly from DISIP via anion
reorientation or through Werner-type intermediate complex H.
Similarly to (R)-1-phenylethoxo complex E, isopropyloxo
complex F is an off-loop species. One of these compounds
can reasonably be a resting state for the catalyst.
Calculations performed for complex Ru-1 and acetone (vide

supra) suggest that, for RuH[(R,R)-OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2]-
(η6-arene) complexes, the corresponding isopropyloxo complex
of type F, as shown in Scheme 2, is obtained via slightly more
favorable coordination of alcohol on the 16e amido complex C
to produce H and the following O−H bond cleavage based on
metal−ligand cooperation. The transition state associated with
direct anion reorientation in the corresponding DISIP (TS3 in
Figure 3) to afford F was found to be slightly higher in energy
(vide supra). At this point, comparison with available
experimental data can be done. Complexes RuH[(R,R)-
OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-arene) are typically considered to
be analogues of RuH[(R,R)-p-TsNCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-
arene) that are hardly isolable.2 Complex (R)-RuH[(S,S)-p-
TsNCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-p-cymene) reacts with acetone
in toluene to afford the 16e violet amido complex Ru[(S,S)-p-
TsNCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH](η6-p-cymene) and propan-2-ol as
kinetic reaction products.10 In contrast, the related Noyori
hydrogenation catalyst Ru(H)2(diamine)(diphosphine) gives
the alkoxo complex Ru(H)(OR)(diamine)(diphosphine) as a
kinetic product in THF.26 Both compounds are similar in that
they have the same bifunctional HRuNH moiety. The only way
to explain the formation of Ru(H)(OR)(diamine)-
(diphosphine) is to assume the ISIP intermediate on the
reaction coordinate that would provide the alkoxo complex via
lower energy anion reorientation, rather than N−H proton
transfer. This proposition has been recently confirmed
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computationally by using DFT/M06 with the polarizable
continuum model (PCM) in propan-2-ol. Simplified model
Ru(H)2(diamine)(diphosphine) was reported79 to react with
acetophenone via an ion-pair intermediate similar to the ISIPs
described here, which then gives the alkoxo product via a lower
energy anion reorientation.
Thus, the intermediate formation of ion pairs allows

rationalization of all known experimental data. Since the ion
pair is less populated (higher in energy) than the corresponding
hydrido and amido complexes, it probably could not be
detected in the stoichiometric experiments by classical
spectroscopy techniques, including slow methods such as
NMR. Formation of a metastable ion pair intermediate is in
agreement with the original Noyori−Ikariya NMR-based
kinetic studies, where the interconversion between the 16e
amido and the 18e hydrido Ru complexes by the action of an
alcohol or ketone was proposed as an alternatively to the
concerted three-bond reaction, to take place via a short-lived
intermediate.10 The ion pair intermediate in the related transfer
hydrogenation catalyzed by bifunctional electron-richer Rh80

and Ir81 was found recently in the gas phase calculations and in
one case in the continuum solvent reaction field for Os.82

The catalytic cycle in Scheme 2, similar to the one presented
in Scheme 1, follows the out-of-sphere nonclassical pathway of
the hydride transfer. The role of the metal in these
transformations is to transfer the hydride, whereas the role of
the ligand’s N−H is to “fix” the approaching ketone via
important hydrogen bond formation. The present work does
not allow unambiguous discrimination between catalytic cycles
(a) and (b), which differ only by the second proton transfer
step. Both cycles, depending on the exact conditions, could
operate; however, cycle (a) seems to be more probable,
especially with increasing solvent polarity. Meijer and co-
workers had come to similar conclusions in their ab initio
molecular dynamics study,30,31 although the discrete solvation
model did not identify several intermediates.
The catalytic cycle presented in Scheme 2 and the overall

mechanism based on the less-populated ISIP intermediate
could be applied to rationalize the observed acceleration in
reaction rates in more polar media reported by Xiao and Liu20

and others.24,83 Since the rate-determining hydride transfer step
has ionic nature, rather than a neutral pericycle, the reaction
barrier is expected to decrease in more polar media.48a In
general, the “ionic cycle” is expected to be strongly sensitive to
the media polarity as well as to the ionic strength of the media,
which can be affected by the additives, including alkoxide salts.
It was shown that media modification could change the sense of
the enantioface selection in the ATH with the example of
several polycyclic meso-compounds catalyzed by Noyori−
Ikariya catalyst RuH[(R,R)-Tsdpen](η6-arene).33 Notably, the
ion pair mechanism can also essentially explain the solvent-
based reversal of the sense of enantioinduction, which can be
rationalized in terms of “homo-/heterosolvation” of the ions,
when cation and anion are solvated preferentially by different
solvents.84

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have evaluated the reactions between unabridged chiral
models of the ruthenium hydride complexes (S)-RuH[(R,R)-
OCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH2](η

6-benzene) (Ru-1) and (S)-RuH-
[(R,R)-Tsdpen](η6-mesitylene) (Ru-2) with acetone or
acetophenone in the framework of the density functional
theory by using continuum, discrete, and mixed continuum/

discrete solvation models via a “solvated supermolecules”
approach. By including specif ic or/and nonspecif ic solvation
effects, we have shown that propan-2-ol contributes to the
asynchronicity of the reaction to such an extent that the
mechanism changes from a three-bond asynchronous concerted
reaction in the gas phase to a two-step process in solution,
involving a higher energy contact ion pair intermediate. The
two steps are (i) enantio-determining hydride transfer (also
RDS) and (ii) proton transfer. The calculations suggest that the
proton source for the produced chiral RO− anion may be either
the amine group of the cationic Ru complex or, more likely, a
protic solvent molecule. In the latter case, the reaction may not
necessarily proceed via the 16e amido complex Ru[(R,R)-
XCH(Ph)CH(Ph)NH](η6-arene). The origin of the enantio-
selectivity is discussed in terms of the newly formulated
mechanism.
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